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YOU WOULDN’T THINK that summer would be a great time to see 

growth in the laundry sector but that is exactly what Haier’s Jacqui 
Christopher has seen in the last few months: “It has been surprisingly 

unseasonal in that sales have actually increased in the summer months 

and that goes for dryers as well.”

Christopher attributes part of this success (particularly in dryers) to 

a fairly unpredictable summer with patches of rain and cold, while 

Haier Manager Troy Scragg also points to increases in consumer 

confi dence and disposable income meeting up with price drops on 

products with added functionality.

“The low end always does well, but we are starting to see an increase 

in sales in our mid-level so it’s just climbing a little in the front loaders 

and the larger size washing machine top loaders,” Scragg says.” And I 

feel there’s just a little more money around and people are looking at 

the prices and thinking they can jump to next level products with 

extra features for their money.”

Most industry players in this sector have had a similar experience in 

the last 6 months, with Fisher & Paykel’s Mark Baillie reporting double 

digit growth, year on year, across the whole auto washer market.

However Miele’s Louise Paynter reports growth and some decline, 

in more specifi c areas: “For some time now, the market has seen a 

focus on larger capacity washing machines and dryers that 

demonstrate an increase in convenience, fl exibility and effi ciency in 

the use of time and resources. And despite a general decline in the 

total dryer category, Miele has also seen growth within the heat pump 

segment,” she says.

Dryers need more education?
Growth in heat pump dryers has been followed by even more positive 

sales increases in condenser dryers. “We are completely sold out of 

condenser dryers at the moment,” says Haier’s Troy Scragg. “That means 

people have the money and are prepared to spend it as condensers are 

still a big jump up in price from conventional tumble dryers.”

For a retail perspective, John Heathcote from 100% Heathcote 

Appliances has seen growth in both of these products: “There’s 

defi nitely been growth in condensers even though they are they are 

still around the $1,000 mark. We have also seen some growth in heat 

pump dryers which is the step above that can often reach a 6 star 

energy rating where a standard dryer will be best to get 2 stars.” 

Is it important that energy stars equate to money saved in the long 

run – or are they just a marketing tool, an added bonus that helps sell 

a top level product? 

Size (and convenience) are everything

Shifts in the laundry market to bigger, 
smarter and more stylish products are 
changing the landscape of the whole 
category. So what are the factors behind 
this and what can we expect to see in the 
months to come? Jess Brunette reports.

John Heathcote feels that vented and non-vented dryers are really 

“chalk and cheese” appealing to altogether different customer bases 

with energy saving benefi ts only offsetting the initial price tag for the 

heaviest users.

A recent report by Consumer magazine reinforces the idea that 

condenser and heat pump dryers are not being bought just to save 

money, with vented dryers still the most cost effective option to buy 
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and run over 10 years. In fact, only heavy users that use their dryer 

more than 250 times a year (more than twice every 3 days) seem to be 

winners on price alone when buying a heat pump model.

Top loading or fronting up?
So if it’s not dollars alone, what else is behind people shelling out 

the big bucks up front for a dryer? John Heathcote explains that the 

growth in condensers is “based purely on not having to vent them 

outside”, which is an attractive proposition for increasingly space 

constricted New Zealand homes. The freedom this brings has also 

made them an attractive double act with front loading washing 

machines, which have also seen sales increases in the last couple 

of years.

Continued on page 62 8
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We’ve noticed  
you don’t 
alWays like 
surprises

That’s why our Verve Iron 
range effortlessly removes 
stubborn creases and gently 
steams delicate fabrics, 
breezing through even the 
largest ironing load.

I WANT TO TAKE YOU HAIER

Haier has two stylish and functional additions to its washers. The 

7kg HWMP70-118 (below) and 6 kg HWMP60-118 washers 

both feature a premium silver grey fi nish, a refreshing step away 

from the white that is so synonymous with top loading machines. 

Improvements include a tinted, soft close heavy duty glass lid to 

complete the picture, increased water and energy ratings and a 

repositioned back facing water hose for added convenience.

Dryers also get a look in with Haier now offering the 4kg 

HDY-M40 Vented Manual Dryer (above). Described as “the little 

brother” of the popular HDY-M60, this smaller unit features the same 

stylish minimal design but with 825 x 600 x 560mm dimensions that 

fi t the bill for smaller households. Features two temperature settings, 

timed drying and cool down cycle and a built to last stainless steel 

drum. Wall mountable brackets and reversible decal are supplied and 

an optional removable drying rack is also available.

www.haier.co.nz

drum. Wall mountable brackets and reversible decal are supplied and 

an optional removable drying rack is also available.

www.haier.co.nz

LET A HOMEPROFESSIONAL TAKE OVER

Boasting a 5-star water and 4-star energy rating, Bosch’s 

HomeProfessional i-Dos front loader washing machine uses less 

water and energy, but offers better performance. The 8kg capacity 

washer features an automatic dosing system that detects load, 

volume, degree of soiling and type of fabrics, then determines the 

amount of liquid detergent required for the wash. The VarioPerfect 

feature gives the option of saving energy or reducing wash times and 

the EcoSilence Drive brings maximum effi ciency, economy, durability, 

performance and exceptionally quiet operation. There’s also an 

improved machine housing to reduce vibrations. 

Bosch also offers a matching 7kg capacity HomeProfessional 

heat pump condenser dryer with a self-cleaning condenser, 14 

programs including woollens setting and SuperQuick 40 cycle, a 

time-delay function, a stainless-steel drum with SoftFlow paddles and 

a child lock. As drying air is heated economically with heat pump 

technology and effi ciently re-used this is a very economical drying 

solution with an impressive 6-star energy rating. 

www.bosch.co.nz
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After decades of designing and manufacturing the most popular Top Loader washing machines on the 
market, Fisher & Paykel have perfected the Front Loader by embedding all the technical knowledge and 

innovation derived from customer insights over this time.

Fisher & Paykel have developed the Vortex Wash which speeds up the cleaning process so most cycles 
take less than an hour to complete. Our world-first SmartDrive™ technology not only removes the belt 
and pulley from traditional front loaders but improves the wash performance through better sensing. The 

result is cleaner, quicker, quieter.

SmartDrive™ Technology

Quick Vortex Wash Cycles

Whisper Quiet

SmartTouch™ Control Dial

Energy and Water Efficiency

Hot and Cold Fill

THE MASTERS OF TOP LOADERS 
REINVENT THE FRONT LOADER

Customer Care: Call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. T 0800 37 2273  E nz.customercare@fisherpaykel.com
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Sunbeam Verve Irons  
have had a makeover,  
with 3 revamped models  
for Mothers Day 2014.

0800 SUNBEAM  
(0800 786 2326)  
www.sunbeam.co.nz

I AM IRON MAN!

Phillips’ GC8635 PerfectCare Aqua Pressurised Steam Generator 

(top left) is the Excalibur of irons – it can handle the toughest jobs 

with ease. This combined iron and steamer automatically adjusts 

temperature, removing the need to fi ddle with 

settings, while a premium Steamglide sole plate, 

powerful continuous steam output up to 120g/min 

and an additional steam boost up to 220g gives 

effortless and fast performance on any material 

to power through mountains of crinkled 

washing with ease. 

For an unbeatable team, partner the 

PerfectCare with the Philips Easy8 Ironing 

Board that features a unique Shoulder 

Wing System, multi-layered board cover, 

cord holder, hanging rail, storage basket, 

iron tray and child and transport lock.

When you don’t even want to move 

your clothes off the hangar, the Philips 

QuickTouch Garment Steamer is the 

way to go and can be used on even delicate 

fabrics to remove creases right on the rack and 

can tackle your curtains as well. Two models 

are available starting with the compact, easy to 

use GC510 (top right) or the GC526 (right) with 

1500 watts for fast heat up that comes with a 

detachable hanging accessory. 

www.philips.co.nz

John Heathcote continues: “With front loaders, water saving is 

defi nitely an issue for some people but the convenience is also major 

factor and people are seeing a major benefi ts with the extra money 

spent. There has also been a lot of publicity with them neatly stacked on 

top of, or side by side, condenser and heat pump dryers for appearance.”

Fisher & Paykel’s Mark Baillie has also seen “unprecedented growth 

ahead of the market” with the introduction of the SmartDrive front 

loader washer platform. 

“The front loader segment of the market continues to become a 

larger proportion of the total auto washer category as seen by all 

suppliers across the entire category, with a 70:30 split of top loader to 

front loader machines,” explains Baillie.

Top loaders are also getting bigger across the board. “Fisher & 

Paykel has seen a shift towards larger capacity top loader washers and 

we are expecting to see further growth in the 9-10kg top loader 

segment which is currently being seen in the Australian market, along 

with a general move to larger capacity machines,” he says.

John Heathcote has also seen a fl ow through effect into the size of 

conventional vented dryers: “There has been a trend to bigger 

capacity conventional dryers that’s on the basis of washing machines 

that have grown in capacity over the last 5 years,” Heathcote says. 

“Years ago we use to all buy a 5kg washing machines but now it’s 6, 

7s, 8s and up. So the capacity of the old 4kg dryer just isn’t big 

enough to keep up anymore.”

Love what you’ve done in the laundry
The ease with which front loaders can be stacked with matching 

non vented dryers has also seen them take off with people who put 

cosmetics high on their list of priorities.

“The laundry room has traditionally been the one you have been 

afraid to have the door open when someone visits whereas now it’s 

“There’s just a little more money 
around and people are looking at the 
prices and thinking they can jump to 
next level products with extra features 
for the price”
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Bosch in every detail: SelfCleaning Condenser - for optimum 
energy efficiency. 

The first dryer that showers 
after work.    

Exceptionally efficient. Without manual cleaning of the condenser, the performance 
of normal dryers deteriorates over time, while energy use increases. Our Bosch 
HomeProfessional dryer with SelfCleaning Condenser takes care of this for you. It cleans itself 
automatically and guarantees a high level of efficiency throughout the life of the appliance. 

 www.bosch-home.co.nz or call 0800 807 723
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SUPERTRONIC RANGE DELIVERS 
THE GOODS

Miele’s W 5000 WPS Supertronic Washing Machine has a 

patented AutoDos System that achieves 30% detergent savings by 

delivering the correct amount of powder or liquid during the water 

intake process. Users can save up to 10 customised programmes 

which can include various extras for a fast and ordeal-free laundry 

experience and time is also saved with 3 different steam care 

functions that can reduce ironing by 50%. This large capacity 

8kg machine makes short work of large loads and is also 

complemented by a 4.5 star energy and WELS effi ciency ratings 

for big long term savings.

Consumers can keep these benefi ts going with Miele’s T 8001 

WP Supertronic Heat-pump Dryer, a 7 kg capacity unit that uses 

around half the energy of standard condenser dryers, achieving a 6 

star energy rating. Separate motors for the drum and fan enables 

drum direction reversal, providing the gentlest drying process for all 

types of textiles and gives even drying results with minimum creasing. 

Effi cient drying levels are also produced with the PerfectDry system 

that constantly measures the residual moisture in the load to gauge 

when the laundry is perfectly dry. 

www.miele.co.nz

F&P IS SMART AND UP FRONT

The latest Fisher & Paykel SmartDrive is new and improved. A 

rethink of the front loading washing machine, it does away with the 

traditional belt and pulley system drive to produce a “cleaner, quicker, 

quieter” wash every time. SmartDrive has a direct drive motor that 

connects straight to the wash drum providing constant feedback to 

an onboard computer for a smarter wash that suits each load. Also 

features Vortex wash which blasts water from the top of the drum for 

faster cycles and a convenient add-an-item feature so those random 

socks can be put in after you start things going. 

For the perfect set up, pair the SmartDrive up with the Aero Xl 

condensing dryer, a large effi cient dryer that requires no venting 

making it ideal for small spaces or apartments and a godsend for 

those with asthma, or respiratory problems.

www.fi sherpaykel.com/nz

actually more of a statement. So like we have seen with fridges, style is 

defi nitely becoming a major component,” says F&P’s Baillie.

Christine Johnston has also seen this trend in some of Sunbeam’s 

bestselling irons: “Although some retailers are a little shy of it now, 

there is still a lot of consumer interest in colour. Traditionally, irons 

have been mainly white with a colour accent, but we’ve noticed 

consumers have become more adventurous and our darker irons are 

selling well. In response to this we are introducing more irons in this 

colour pallet in coming months,” she says.

Colour is also beginning to be seen in washing machines with both 

Fisher & Paykel and Haier releasing top loaders with coloured 

components in a trend similar to what has been seen with fridges in 

recent years. 

So an improving economy is showing consumers have started 

investing in not only replacement machines but also products that are 

bigger, better, smarter and better looking than what they had before. 

Sounds like good news for the category to me!  
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For more information, visit haier.co.nz or call 0800 372 273

More Reasons to  
Clean Up Laundry Sales
New to the Range

What’s To Love? 

With All Haier Appliances
•  2 years warranty

•  Supported by 24/7  
 Customer Care

•  Haier, the No.1 Brand  
 of Major Appliances
 for five years in a row

With All Haier Appliances

 24/7 
Customer 

Care

*with 5.1%, 6.1%, 7.8%, 8.6% and 9.7% retail volume share based  
on 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 & 2013 data respectively, Euromonitor.

Combining good looks and functionality, Haier’s new range of top load 

washing machines complement our family of 7 products now available 

to clean up laundry sales.

Improved Look
Our new washing machines  
are now in a premium silver  
grey finish.

More Water &  
Energy Efficient
We’ve made it more water and  
energy efficient, now carrying a 3 star 
water and 2 star energy rating – it cares for 
the environment and your clothes.

A Washer for Everyone

 HWMP95TL HWM75TLA  HWMP75-918 HWMP70-118  HWMP65-918 HWMP60-118 HWMP55-918 
      9.5Kg 7.5Kg 7.5Kg 7Kg 6.5Kg 6Kg 5.5Kg

Speak to your Account Manager for your 
channel exclusive models.

Improved Design
The drain hose has been  
repositioned to the back for  
convenience.

Improved Lid
The new one-piece heavy duty 
safety glass lids not only look  
good but is also soft-close.

NEW NEW

NEW! 


